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Bowling
Green
opens
crime lab

Goodbye

The Four Tops will
perform at University

The Four Tops, the
crowned princes of the Motown Sound, will perform
Nov. 9 at the University as
part of Parents Weekend.
Tickets for the 8 p.m.
concert in Anderson Arena
are on sale. Concert tickets
can be purchased at the
University Activities Office
on the third floor of the
Union, or by mail. All seats
are reserved.
Floor seats and all chair
back seats in the permanent
stands are $16. Lower bleacher seats are $12 and upper bleacher seats are $8.

Joe Boyle
The BC News
Local law enforcement personnel are celebrating Bowling
Green's opening of a Bureau of
Criminal Investigation and Identification crime lab in Bowling
Green.
Police officers from as many
as 30 different law enforcement
agencies were on hand Thursday
at the grand opening of the crime
lab.

Nuptitials turn into
brawl

BRA1NTREE, Mass. - A
bride never forgets her
wedding day.
But Judy Craig made hers
even more memorable
when she was arrested for
hitting a police officer during a nuptial celebration
that turned into a brawl.
Arrested along with
Craig, 2S, of Norfolk, were
her parents, brother, sister
and new father-in-law. All
were charged with assault
and battery on a police officer, resisting arrest and
disorderly conduct.
Police said they were
called at about 2:15 a.m.
Sunday to the SheratonTara hotel and told a guest
was drunk and causing
problems.
Two officers tried to take
Craig's brother, Christopher O'Brien, 30, of Rehoboth,
into custody, but O'Brien hit
one officer in the chest and
took a swing at another,
Officer Kevin Collins said.
When Craig's family
jumped in, police were
forced to use pepper spray
to subdue the group.
The groom was not arrested.
Christopher O'Brien said
he was merely complaining
to hotel officials that the
block of 2S rooms the family rented for wedding
guests were scattered
throughout the facility.
"It was a horror show," he
said. "It ruined the whole
wedding."

Thieves paint swastikas on Fort Bragg
gas station

FORT BRAGG, N.C t Swastikas were spraypainted on the floor and
walls of a gas station on
Fort Bragg during a weekend break-in, the second incident in two weeks involving the symbols on the
Army base.
The gas station was also
robbed of $15,000 worth of
merchandise during the
early Sunday break-in, said
Maj. Gerald O'Hara.
The thieves drew the
swastikas' arms counterclockwise, O'Hara said. The
Nazi symbol is drawn
clockwise.
"I say they are swastikalike because they didn't
even draw it right," said
O'Hara, who did not give
other details of the graffiti.
Two weeks ago, red swastikas were painted on eight
doors in a military barracks
that houses mostly Special
Forces soldiers. Six of the
rooms were occupied by
black soldiers, and two
were vacant. Army investigators are still investigating.

The Associated Press

Second baseman Carlos Baerga says one last goodbye to a friend
at Jacobs Field. The Indians traded Baerga and Infielder Alvaro

Esplnoza to the New York Mets for Inf ielders Jeff Kent and Jose
Vizcaino.

Greeks criticize Atlanta Olympics
Nikos Konstandaras
The Associated Press

ATHENS, Greece - Security
weaknesses would invite terrorism. Poor infrastructure would
lead to traffic nightmares. Inferior technology would spawn
communication glitches.
Greece, where the ancient
Olympic Games were born and
the modern games revived 100
years ago, lost its bid to host the
centennial games in part because
of such fears.
, But it is Atlanta where such
worries are being realized - and
Greeks are quick to note the
irony.
"It takes a lot of effort to organize the games as badly as At-

lanta did," said Fani Pali deliver event results, and athPetralia, the Greek sports minis- letes and spectators have been
ter when the International Olym- exasperated by chaotic transporpic Committee picked Atlanta tation arrangements, including
bus drivers who get lost.
over Athens in 1990.
A man disguised as a guard
Pali-Petralia returned to
Greece last week from Atlanta, was able to slip Into Olympic Stawhere she particularly was upset dium with a loaded gun just beby the commercialization of the fore the opening ceremonies and
on Saturday an attacker planted a
centennial games.
"I did not expect this from At- pipe bomb that killed one women
lanta, because Atlanta had said and injured 111 at Centennial
that the centennial would have Olympic Park.
prestige - and prestige was lack"The terrorist attack in Atlanta
ing completely. It gave the im- has injured American pride and
pression of a cheap carnival," destroyed the myth of the effecshe said in an interview.
tiveness of the security
Commercialism is only one of measures and the adequacy of
the criticisms of the 1996 games. the organization," journalist
Reporters complain they've Vassilis Tzannetakos wrote
seen high schools that can better Monday in Athens' Ta Nea news-

paper.
After TWA Right 800 exploded
on July 17 minutes after leaving
New York, questions were raised
about Athens' International airport, where the jumbo jet had
been earlier that day. Between
March and May, U.S. transportation officials had placed the airport on advisory status due to
unspecified security problems.
As the complaints against Atlanta mount, Greek Foreign Minister Theodoros Pangalos has felt
a bit of vindication.
He recalled last week that
when Athens lost its bid many
said it was because it lacked
American-style technology and
organization.

Dog-dragger may face fine, prison
The Associated Press
TORONTO - A woman who
tied her Irish setter to a car
bumper and dragged it down a
gravel road says she never intended to hurt the animal, but
Canadians expressed anger that
the dog could be returned to its
owner.
Maureen Cook, 65, was
charged Monday with causing
unnecessary pain to an animal.

She told reporters she had only
been trying to cure her dog Holly
of her habit of chasing cars.
"It's the sorriest thing I've
ever done in my life," she said. It
was "absolutely devastating
when I went out there and saw
her lying down.
Cook, of Shelburne, northwest
of Toronto, rushed Holly to the
veterinarian on Friday after
dragging her 500 yards. The dog
suffered two broken legs and

drag burns to 35 per cent of her
body.
The case has caused a stir in
the region, with Canadians from
as far away as Prince Edward
Island offering to adopt the dog.
The Ontario attorney general's
office said it was "besieged" by
callers furious that Holly could
be returned to her owner.
"It's sickening," said Belita
Lerner of Montreal, a caller to a
radio talk show. "People here

think it's sick to let this woman
keep her dog.
The dog remained at the veterinarian today, but it was unclear
where Holly would go after
treatment. Cook wants her dog
back, but regional humane society officials disagreed
Cook was to appear next in
court Aug. 6. If convicted, she
could face six months in prison, a
$2,000 fine and prohibition from
owning a dog for two years.

The Northwest crime lab, prior
to last week, was located in a
dairy barn in Fremont, a location
many officers on hand said left a
lot to be desired.
However, with the move into
1616 E. Wooster St. location, the
BCII had a chance to update with
modern technology in a modern
building - without a lot of overhead.
Jessica Vaglenti, a spokesperson for the Ohio Attorney General's office, said the architects
of the new facility were able to
take advantage of the business
that formerly occupied the location -- a bank.
"They were able to use a lot of
the office spaces already there to
save some design money," she
said.
Not onlv that she added, but
the architects who designed the
bank, The Collaborative, Inc.,
were the same people who the
state hired to design the crime
lab.
The lab features equipment
one would expect to see used only
on "The X-Files" such as a light,
which set at different
wavelengths can find bodily fluid
stains that would be otherwise
invisible.
In addition to the space-age
gadgetry, the lab has a darkroom,
DNA testing equipment, fingerprint analysis and ballistics tools,
for matching up correct bullets
with the correct guns.
Another improvement the facility boasts is an industrial-size
car lift, to aid BCII technicians in
examining cars.
The lab will serve 22 counties
in northwest Ohio, and Attorney
General Betty Montgomery, a
former Wood County prosecutor,
said Bowling Green's location
made the choice quite clear.
"BCI can now meet its mission
to the citizens and law enforcement professionals of northwest
Ohio.
Bowling Green Deputy Police
Chief Tom Votava said the lab
will aid them primarily in getting
polygraph results processed effectively and efficiently.

University offers opportunity to study abroad
Tanya Markul
The BC News

The University offers opportunities for all students to study
abroad and to enhance their education, according to Joseph Gray,
associate professor of German,
Russian and East Asian.
"The programs are offered to
any University student or any
other student at any other university," Gray said. "Art history,
political science, music, education, almost any major can fulfill

their academic requirements
during their year abroad without
being a language major."
Junior Mike Vine said he has
applied to be an advocate for the
program.
"Learning a second language
opens up opportunities in life. It
broadens your horizons," Vine
said.
Sally Raymont, associate director of International Programs/Study Abroad, said the
programs offer positive aspects
such as communication skills.

self confidence, knowledge about
other cultures and career opportunities.
"The University offers weekly
informational sessions throughout the school year to introduce
students to the programs as well
as information about financial
support and scholarships," Raymont said.
"There are about 15 countries
that our University offers programs to ana u a student cannot
find one here, the University will
look for one through another col-

lege,' Raymont said.
According to Raymont, there is
a large variety of programs and
information available to students

of any major, including summer
programs, information about
working abroad, volunteer work
and internships overseas.
Raymont said anybody with an
interest should attend an informational meeting during the
school year. She also stressed the
programs are step by step, and
well planned. There may also be
minor academic requirements.
Information is available to all
MikeVine
students at the Center for Interjunior national Programs located at
1106 Off ehhauer West.

"Learning a second
language opens up
opportunities in life.
It broadens your
horizons."
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statehouse is a

beautiful building
Justice Paul Pfeifer
Over the July 4th holiday, when the newly restored Statehouse
opened and the public got their first view of the place, a lot of people
made the same observation: they sure knew how to build them back
then. Many Statehouses around the country that were built in the last
century are beautiful buildings. And is there a more grand structure
than the nation's Capitol?
It seems that government buildings of that age reflect the pride
and high ideals people felt toward the government. I don't know if it's
because of a different attitude about public officials and politics, or just
the change in architecture, but the government buildings of this era
don't stack up to the ones of a hundred years ago.
One of the best examples of this is the Government Center in
Boston. In the late 1950s, under the euphemistic guise of urban renewal, a neighborhood in central Boston was leveled. Granted, it was
a bit run down, but thousands of people had once called it home. Now,
standing in its place in the heart of historic Boston is a large brick covered area, devoid of trees, grass and character, but filled with functional, drab government buildings.
A similar fate nearly befell a four-block area just southeast of the
Statehouse in Columbus around the same time. Plans were on the
table to tear down a neighborhood, including the fine old post office
which has since been renovated and is one of the lovliest buildings in
town, and replace it with a cluster of nondescript government buildings. Happily, it didn't happen.
What did happen is the State Office Tower. After taking some
friends through the Statehouse, I pointed out the Office Tower just across
Broad Street. With apologies to anyone who loves the building, I cannot imagine a hundred years from now that someone will be working to
restore the State office Tower to its original 1970s splendor, replete
with glass and chrome.
In 1974, the Supreme Court of Ohio left the Statehouse Annex
and moved into the State Office Tower. But with an ever growing library, and additional duties that have increased our staff, we have outgrown our space here. In our search for a new home, just like any
family looking for a place to live, we wavered between building new or
buying an older place that's been lived in.
The decision isn't final yet, but apparently we've nearly settled on
an older place, a bit of a fixer-upper. The proposed site of the Court's
new home is the old Ohio Departments Building, located near the Scioto
riverfront a block from the Statehouse on South Front Street.
The place is something of an enigma. Built in 1931, smack in the
middle between the era of grand government structures of the nineteenth century and the bland edifices of the late twentieth century, the
Departments building seems to be a mix of both eras.
The hallway and main rooms of the ground floor are high ceilinged,
incredibly ornate and very large, reflecting the older style of government buildings. But the rest of the building, except for the library on the
top floor, is as insipid and uninteresting as a three day insurance seminar.
The Departments building will require a lot of renovation before
we can move in, especially in order to accomodate our law library. And
there's a bit of a problem with the marble that covers the exterior - it's
falling off. But we're tolld it'll be cheaper than building new. That argument, though, may be built on a foundation that's as shaky as the marble
skin on the building. Figure and estimate have been tossed around,
but who knows where they came from.
The governor has made it clear he doesn't want to spend the
money for a new building for the Court I understand budget constraints
and the desire to save tax money, but we are the third branch of government, and it's a shame to set our sights so low
If you think about it, when you drive into just about any county
seat, whether in this state or others, the courthouse is almost always
the most significant and grandest building in town. Often, it's the town
landmark
When the Statehouse was restored, it was decided to do it once
and do it right. As you go through the place now, you can't help but be
in awe of the architecture. The highest court in the state should have a
building that represents the same high esteem and grand ideals the
people felt when they erected the Statehouse.
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story ideas hard to come by
Many people come up to me
and say, "Tom, where ever do you
get your ideas?" Occasionally it is
even someone besides my imaginary friends. Sometimes a significant event will occur in my life i.e.;
a bad date, receiving a speeding
ticket, reaching behind a stack of
books in the back of the library and
grasping a slender, cold, and
clammy object that turns out to be
... A LITTLE RUBBER DINOSAUR!!!! (Also known as a
Rubbosaurus, these creatures
spend their days looking for other
little rubber toys to feast on, until
one day a two year-old bites the
dinosaur's head off, fulfilling the
great circle of life.)
Most of the time I have a
rather dull week, and I am forced
to produce my own column ideas.
I am left with several options, lean
let my friends give me column
ideas, since they will whether I
want them to or not.
An example: ME: "AHH AHH - AHHH-CHOOO!"
MY FRIEND: "I just had an
idea. You should write a column
about sneezing! It would be great!"
ME: "Why?"
MY "FRIEND": "I don't know.
That's what YOU have to figure
out."
ME: "Oh. I'll uhhh ... think
about it. Yeah."
I can sit down to write a column (usually the worst way to write
one). "Okay, I am going to have
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an idea ... now.
(PAUSE)
(LONGER PAUSE) Hmmm ...
Paper. It's white, with blue lines.
Why?"
I have a little confession to
make. In my past life,
I was not only the Hair Club
President, I was also a client. Just
kidding. I have to confess that
sometimes when the going gets
tough, I use the books of famous
authors
to
inspire
me;
Seinlanguage, Dave Barry Turns
40, Dave Barry's Guide to Guys,
Dave Barry is a Rich Man, Unlike
You. Sadly, I have never found a
copy of Dave Barry Explains Humor Column Writing in 10 Easy,
Sell-Explanatory Steps.
I can talk with my fellow psychology majors about it. "Tom, if
you were a column, what kind of
column would you be?"
"What do you think I should
be?"
"No Tom, not 'What do I
think.' What do yoii think?"
"I dunno. What do you
think?"
(Note: every conversation
between two psychology majors
ends up the same way. Professors
find it useful in preventing cheating on tests. "Pssst. Hey, what's
the answer to number 23?"

riod, I can get a whole month's
worth of ideas. For example, some
possible columns are: Why Aliens
Like Chiquita Bananas, Intergalactic Travel and Frequent Flier Miles,
How Can Bob Dole Legally Run for
President If He's Not From Earth?,
IDA -- The Second Holocaust, and
- "Wait a minute. You people can't
come in here! Why are you all
wearing white lab coats? What do
you mean 'you're my friends.' I'm
going to --"
YOU ARE READING THE
BGNEWS. WE ARE EXPERIENCING TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES. PLEASE STAND BY.
Hel-lo read-ers. This ... is ...
Tom. I am back now, al-be-it in a
heavily se-date-ed state. I want to
apol-o-gize for my out-burst. I was
just kid-ding about the al-iens. Every-one knows that al-iens do not
exist, nor have I in any way commun-i-cat-ed
with
them.
Ooooohhh. Birds. Pretty birds.
Can you see the pret-ty birds too?
Uh-oh. They are get-ting away. I
must leave and fol-low them.
"Come back, pretty birdies.
Come back!"
The BGNews and the secret
government agency responsible
for covering up alien sightings
(S.C.A.R.F.C.U.A.S) asks you to
please bear with us. The so-called
'normal' Tom will return next week,
or at least a surprisingly life-like
clone of Tom.. Thank you for your
support.
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Second District funding detailed
Steve Yarbrough
2nd District representative

■

Tom
Mather

"I'm not sure. What do yojj
think?"
"I don't have a clue. What
do you think ...")
When it comes right down to
it, however, I pull out a piece of
paper with advice that eases my
mind. "Remember the First Columns," it says. Then it reads, "Also
remember that no matter what you
write, you still won't get paid for it,
so who cares if it's good?"
Some of the best column
ideas result from a question that
pops into my mind. For example,
the other day I was wondering why
is it that we as humans find it necessary to grow grass in our yard?
It's not because it's easy. I have
yet to hear a person (particularly
of the 14 year old male variety) say
to their dad, "Can I please cut the
grass now? I did all of my homework, and I dried all of the dishes."
Nor have I heard their father say,
"No son. I'm afraid you can't. You
know you're grounded. Now don't
start complaining that I won't let
you mow the lawn. You should
have been thinking about that before you got into that fight at
school."
What purpose does a lawn
serve? I did a lot of soul searching, and I think the reason that we
have grass around our homes is
because lawn chairs would look
very tacky indoors.
I find the best source for column ideas is from the aliens.
Within just a two or three hour pe-

Over the past two weeks, we
have focused on the issue of decentralization. We discovered the
Three C's overwhelmingly receive
the largest amount of funding, yet
the gap between average per
capita spending is not as large as
might be expected. This week, I
would like to find out where the 2nd
Senate District's funds are spent,
and specifically, on what types of
services are provided by which
state departments.
As a co-chair of the Joint
Committee to Study Decentralization, I believe this type of study is
not only interesting, but provides
us with a real insight into the way
state money is being spent. While
it is important to investigate the
basic spending numbers, one cannot draw conclusions from this data
alone — there are many other factors involved. For example, Athens
County has the highest per capita
spending level in the state, due
largely in part to funding to Ohio
University and the county's relatively small population (59,549)
There is no doubt that Athens
County benefits from the presence
of the university, however, one cannot necessarily assume that Athens County receives an unfair

I

share of funding. Students attending Ohio University, from other areas of the state, also benefit from
the funding. Essentially, tax dollars
from their areas are following them
to Athens County.
In order to examine state
spending, this column will supply
some basic figures from which residents can draw their own conclusions about funding discrepancies
around the state of Ohio.
First consider Lucas County,
which is ranked fourth in state
spending after the "Three Cs" (Columbus, Cincinnati and Cleveland).
In fiscal years 1992-1995, Lucas
County received a total of $2.8 billion in state funding, with approximately $1.2 used toward Health
and Human Services programs. In
addition, $601 million was used for
education and $488 million for
higher education. Further, the Public Works Commission received
approximately $38 million. Lucas
County was also funded through
programs put on by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources,
Alcohol and Drug Addiction Services and the Department of Aging, to name a few additional
sources.
Wood county is ranked 17th
in the state, and received an average of approximately $170 million
per year between fiscal years

u

1992-95. Over those fours years,
the Board of Regents channeled a
total of more than $300 million to
higher education, largely due to the
presence of Bowling Green State
University. The Ohio Department
of human Services was next,
spreading more than $120 million
over four years. Educational funding was third, equaling $118 million. The remainder of Wood
County's state money was utilized
for public works improvements,
student aid, public transportation,
mental health services and agriculture concerns.
Erie county was 38th out of
88 counties in Ohio for the amount
of state funding it was allocated an average of $75.5 million per
year. Like Lucas County, Human
Services accounted for the most
state dollars spent in Erie County
over the four-year period 1992-95,
for a total of $120 million. Additional
funding worth mentioning was allocated for education ($105 million)
and the Department of Natural
Resources ($975,000).
The proportional breakdown
of funding among agencies such
as the department of Mental
Health, Ohio Historical Society,
Department of Development and
Public Works Commission was
similar to other counties, although
the numbers were lower due to

Erie's comparatively small population (76,779) and the absence of a
large university, prison or major
urban area.
Ottawa County, the last of the
2nd District counties, earned the
67th spot on the state funding list.
An average of $39 million per year
has been sent to Ottawa to fuel
Human Services (a total of $73
million), the Department of Education ($39 million), and Public Works
projects ($3.5 million). Of the more
than 20 state agencies listed as
receiving funding in every county,
Erie spent $9,000 with the Secretary of State, $1 million on Natural
Resources and $364,000 on youth
services.
This is a simple synopsis of
state department spending in Senate District 2, and I hope it helps
you understand how county money
is distributed among the various
programs offered within Our local
communities.
The figures presented are
part of a report issued by the Legislative Budget Office regarding
state expenditures between fiscal
years 1992-95. You may obtain a
copy of the compete report from
the Legislative
Budget Office for $10 plus
shipping, or a shorter edition of the
report for $3 plus shipping, by calling (614)466-8734.
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County Fair
schedule
Wednesday
July 31
DARE Day
8 a.m. Start Gate Admission - $4,10 years and over
8:30 a.m. Rabbit Interviewing - Rabbit Barn
9 a.m. Open Class Horse
Judging -- Horse Arena
11 a.m. Jr. Dairy Cattle
Showmanship/Judging -- Sheep
Show Arena
Open Class Dairy Cattle
Judging -- immediately following
Jr. show
1 p.m. Rabbit Quiz Bowl Rabbit Barn
2 p.m. Mule pull -- Grandstand
6 p.m. Jr. Beef -- Dairy
Beef, Beef Feeder, Beef Breeding, Dairy Steer, Market Steer
Judging - Beef Show Arena
7 p.m. Hardy Mums -- demonstration by Craig Everett. OSU
Extension, Wood County, Program Assistant, Horticulture Women's World
7 p.m. Harness Racing Grandstand
7 p.m. Uhlman's back to
school style show -- Annex
Building
8 p.m. Exploit Band - Jr.
Fair Building Area

Thursday
Aug.1.1

page three

Friday
Aug. 2
8-11 a.m. Flower Show II entries open
9 a.m. Jr. Swine Showmanship - Beef Show Area
9 a.m. 4-H Horse Show
(Western) -- Horse Arena
9 a.m. Tractor Operator'
Contest - Infield of Track
9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Senior
Citizen's Day -- Jr. Fair Building
10 a.m.- 7 p.m. Barnyard
Bonanza for Buckaroos - Annex
Building
11 a.m. Guard Carving Fine Arts Building
11 a.m. Ice Carving/Creative Cooking - Women's World
1-5 p.m. 4-H Activity Day -Jr. Fair Building Area
1 p.m. Flower Show Judging - Women's World
1 p.m. Ice Carving/Creative
Cooking - Women's World
2 p.m. Horse Pull - Grandstand
2 p.m. Livestock Judging
Contest - Beef Show Arena
5 p.m. Flower Show II
Opens - Women's World
5 p.m. Barn Games - Beef
Show Arena
6 p.m. Poultry and Rabbit
Weigh-in - All meat pens in the
Poultry/Rabbit bam
6 p.m. Wallpapering Techniques - Fine Arts Building
7:30 p.m. Lisa Brokop and
Bryan White Concert - Grandstand
8 p.m. Refinlshing and
Restoration - Fine Arts Building
8-10 p.m. Bette's Polka
Band - Jr. Fair Building Area

Show.
1 p.m. Horse Shoe Tourna7 p.m. What's Cooking
ment -- Singles, North of Sheep With Chicken -Women's World
7:30 p.m. Monster Truck
Barn
1 p.m. 4-H Versatility Class Show - Grandstand, Admission
$4
~ Horse Arena
8 p.m. Stenciling and Faux
1 p.m. Tractor Pull - North
Finishing - Fine Arts Buildign
Infield Pulling Track
8-10 p.m. Buck Naked
Antique Tractor Parade Band - Portable Stage in Jr. Fair
following the pull
2 p.m. Jr. Rabbit Show/ Building Area
Judging -- Rabbit Barn
2 p.m. Hammered Dulcimers -- Women's World
2-p.m Stenciling and Faux
Finishing -- Fine Arts Building
9 a.m. Trl State Horse
2-4 p.m. Homer the Clown
Show - Horse Arena
- Midway Strolling Entertainment
9 a.m. Open Class Rabbitt
3 p.m. Faux Finishing Show/Judging - Rabbit Bam
Women's World
10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Barnyard
3 p.m. Hand-Carved DeBonanza for Buckaroos -- Annex
coys - Fine Arts Building
Building
4 p.m. Refinlshing and
11 a.m. Church Services Restoration - Fine Arts Building
4 p.m. Guard Carving - Jr. Fair Buidling
11 a.m. Jr. Goat ShowmanFine Arts Building
4-6 p.m. Mark Le Mime - ship/Judging - Goat Barn
Open Class Dairy Goat Midway Strolling Entertainment
immediately following Jr. Show
5:30 p.m. Pie Auction -- in
1 p.m. Draft Horse & Pony
front of Administration Building
Show
- Grandstand
5:30 p.m. Jr. Market Lamb
1-2:30 p.m. Youth Days Judging -- Sheep Show Area
6 p.m. Wallpapering Tech- Beef Show Arena
1-4 p.m. Fleece to Fiber niques - Fine Arts Building
6:30 p.m. Jr. Pigeon Judg- Sheep Show Arena
2 p.m. Guard Carving ing - Poultry Barn
Fine
Arts
Building
Open Class Pigeon Judg2 p.m. Horse Shoe Tournaing - immediately following Jr.
ment - Doubles, north of Sheep
Area

Sunday
Aug. 4

Saturday
Aug. 3

Quilt Day
8:30 a.m. 4-H show (English) - Horse Arena
8:30 a.m. Mini Tractor Pull
9 a.m. Jr. Swine Market - North Infield Pulling Track
Show Judging - Beef Show
9 a.m. Llama Show - Jr.
Arena
Fair Building Area
9 a.m. Jr. Poultry Show/
9:30-11:30 a.m. Quilted
items accepted for display - An- Judging - Poultry Barn
nex Building
Open Class Poultry - im12:30 p.m. Jr. Sheep mediately following Jr. Show
Breeding Judging - Sheep Barn
9 a.m. Jr. Beef Feeder Calf
1-9 p.m. Quilt Day - Show & Breeding Showmanship items in place - Annex Building
Beef Show Area
9 a.m. Tractor Pull -- Infield
2 p.m. Pony Pull - Grandstand
Pulling Track
4 p.m. 4-H Horse Contest10 a.m. Open Class Sheep
ing -- Horse Arena
Breeding Judging -- Sheep
5:30 p.m. Quilt Auction - in Show Arena
front of Annex Building
10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Barnyard
5:30 p.m. Jr. Sheep Show- Bonanza for Buckaroos - Annex
manship - Sheep Show Area
Building
12 p.m. -- Open Class Beef
Sheep Fitting and Trimming Contest - 1/2 hour after Breeding Judging -- Beef Show
Showmanship in the Sheep Show
Area
6 p.m. Wood-One Wheelers - Jr. Fair Building Area
6 p.m. Miniature Demonstrations - Fine Arts Building
7 p.m. Quilt Day Wearable
Art Style Review ~ Annex Building
7 p.m. Harness Racing Pari-mutual Grandstand
7 p.m. Dulcimer Music -Wood County Dulcimer Club Wome's World
8 p.m. Kickin' Kountry
Band - Portable Stage in the Jr.
Fair Building Area
9 p.m. Quilt Show Closes

$2.00 Fare
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
$1.00 Fare
r Elderly (65*). Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit ID. Card Required*
"Available at Grant's Administrator's Office
354-6203
T
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating
T

Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
Service Area: Bowling Green
Please let driver Know how many
persons will be riding.

This service Is financed in part
trom operating assistance-grant
from ODOT & FTA

B.G.Taxi
352-0796
TTY: 352-1545

Call 1 hour before service is needed.

Helicopter Rides (12 to 5, 6 to 10 p.m.)
Horseshoe pitching (North of the Sheep
Barns)
Pioneer Park • Blacksmith Babyland (sponsored by Eastwood FFA)
Lilli Ana's Leopards and Black Panthers
(Tuesday through Sunday)
Wood County Radio Daze (Special Exhibit
by George Clemans -- Fine Arts Building)

RIDES
11 a.m. -- 5 p.m. --$6*5 p.m. to 11 p.m. -- $6
• Individual ride price ~ $1
Bam
2 p.m. Wallpapering Techniques - Fine Arts Building
2-2:40 p.m. Joyce Davis 'N
Puppets - Annex Building
2-4 p.m. Mark Le Mime Midway Strolling Entertainment
2-4 p.m. - Dulcimer's Music - Elephant Ear Patio
2:30-4 p.m. Glory Bound
Quartet - Jr. Fair Building Area
3 p.m. Hand-Carved Decoys - Fine Arts Building
3 p.m. Spoolie Dolls -Women's World
4 p.m. Refinishing and
Restoriation - Fine Arts Building
4-5 p.m. Music Affair -- Midway Strolling Barbershop Singers
4-6 p.m. Homer the Clown
- Midway Strolling Entertainment
5-5:30 p.m. The Believers
Band -- Jr. Fair Building Area
5-6 p.m. Celina Brown Portable Stage in the Jr. Fair Building Area
6 p.m. Stenciling and Faux
Finishing - Fine Arts Building
6:30 p.m. Make It With
Wool - Sheep Show Arena
7 p.m. Rush Chair Seats Women's World
7 p.m. Guys and Gals
Sheep Lead Class - Sheep
Show Arena
7 p.m. Showmanship
Sweeptakes - Beef Show Arena

7:30 p.m. Phil Dirt and the
Dozers - Grandstand
8 p.m. Refinishing and
Restoration - Fine Arts Building
8-11 p.m. Best Round and
Square Dancing - Portable
Stage in the Jr. Fair Building Area

Monday
Aug. 5
Livestock sale day
Derby day
8:30 a.m. Chick Club Sals
- Beef Show Arena
9 a.m. Livestock sale
10 a.m. Horse Open Fun
Show - Horse Arena
1-6 p.m. Election Board of
Directors of WCAS ~ Grandstand
3 p.m. Hog Calling Contest
- Grandstand
4 p.m. Catch-A-Plg Contest - Grandstand
5 p.m. Babyland Sale ~
Babyland
7:30 p.m. Demolition Derby
- Grandstand, Admission $4
8-10 p.m. Park Tyme Players - Annex Building
8-10 p.m. MACAW Island
Music Band -- Portable Stage in
the Jr. Fair Building Area
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SPECIAL
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BENEFITS:
No parental guarantee
Professional management
Full-time maintenance service
Some locations permit pets

We're stjtpMhg our
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RLMALS
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SOME LOCATIONS AVAILABLE:
2 bedrooms

1 bedroom

125 Clay
131 Clay
228 S. College
117 N. Main
114 S. Main
725 Minth

709 Fifth
824 Sixth
843 Sixth

TNXO BLOCKS SOUTH Of Vi OOSTt* KJST PAST MIOAM BANK

-Clip N Save.

328 S. Main St. (Our Only Office) 352-5620

30^

GrKflUD

a

Many Positions Available
Cooks and Prep Positions
Servers-Waiter/Waitress
General Utility
All Hours Available
Semesterly Raises Possible
Contact Alex @ Commons Dining Center 372-2563
Leave Message or Voice Mail

I

AUGUST
Mark Milel/ Mark Milel/
Hallucination Hallucination

6 Peacemaker
Assignment
Moongirt
Choke Synpathy

Court

TCteuos

Sun5-g;5Pom

FRIDAY

KREISCHER

fleer wew

Howard's
clubM
Mon- Sot 12-2:30 om

210 N Main

OftMUGr
Food

X

16
Brick &
Sledge
(Tentotive)
20
23
DeGenerate Gods
Mark
-J Evolotto
Balance is Outrage! Katon
30
27

e
-..
Jl

13

Lizard
Spaceship 9
Johnny Pyramid

Overcast
Goiter Jelly
Oamien Sledge

x

9
Has
Riddum

IT^POOT

Resin

'Video Games

&_l

10
Has
Riddum
17
Sledge &
Meon Streok
(Tentotive)
24
Mark
Katon
31

Resin

*Ping Pong

- " Clip N Save "
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•Pinball
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Parties collaborate in response to terrorism
Harry F. Rosenthal
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In a cooperative mood, for now at least,
Republican leaders are sitting
down with President Clinton's
right-hand man in response to the
president's call for "the very
best ideas" for lighting terrorIsm.
Sen. Larry Craig, R-Idaho, today warned Democrats against
"playing politics with this issue"
by trying to capitalize on fears of
terrorism.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
predicted some "immediate
short-term steps that we might
take this week," a "second wave"
in September and a long-term assessment "of the whole way in
which we approach terrorism."
The president outlined his proposals - including more wiretaps

and wiretapping, and use of antiracketeering laws against terrorists - in a meeting with the lawmakers Monday. He also set up
today's negotiations between the
Congress and his chief of staff,
Leon Panetta.
Clinton told the congressional
leaders in an hour-long White
House session "we need to get
the very best ideas we can, and
we need to move as quickly as we
can, to do everything we can to
try to strengthen this country's
h;ind against terrorism."
The meeting was in response to
the bombing that killed one
woman in an Atlanta park crowded with Olympics celebrants
and the destruction of TWA
Flight 800 with its loss of 230
lives. Gingrich, whose home
state of Georgia is hosting the
Olympics, said, "This unites all
Americans."

Senate Majority Leader Trent forced and would consider inLott, R-Miss., said a task force of creased funding for law eneight Democrats and eight Re- forcement.
Democrats predicted wiretap
publicans from the House and
authority would be expanded. A
Senate would meet with Panetta.
Before the meeting began to- study of taggants - chemical
day, Craig, a task force member, markers in explosives that make
expressed Republicans' concerns them easier to trace - were not
about the Clinton-backed propos- likely to survive the opposition of
Republicans and the National Rials.
"There is no doubt the recent fle Association.
tragedy in Atlanta and the TWA
The Clinton proposals in brief:
explosion has caused us to refo■ Allow the FBI to get informacus on the terrible problem of
terrorism, both foreign and do- tion on suspected terrorists from
mestic," Craig said. "However, hotels, telephone companies and
we are not going to be stampeded storage facilities in foreign
to bad judgment by the perpetra- counter-intelligence cases.
■ Allow prosecution of sustors of these terrible crimes. ...
The United States will not be pected terrorists under federal
served by playing politics with racketeering laws, making them
subject to assets forfeiture and
this issue."
Craig said the group would ex- long sentences.
■ Make it easier to trace teleamine current anti-terrorist laws
to make sure they are being en- phone numbers called by sus-

pected terrorists.
■ Make it tougher for suspected terrorists to encrypt their
communications to avoid detection by police.
The American Civil Liberties
Union said the wiretap expansions "would not make us any
safer, but would make us less
free." The ACLU asked to meet
with Clinton to express its concerns.
The taggants study was approved in the April legislation
but was not funded.
Clinton wants money for the
study, wants it speeded up and
wants it to include the possibility
of putting the tracing materials
in black and smokeless powder,
commonly used in making
bombs.
Several proposals are floating
in Congress, including laws
against posting bomb-making in-

Woman will appeal
judge's decision to
dismiss rape case

Wet 'N Wild

David Reed
The Associated Press

ROANOKE, Va. - A woman
who sought to invoke the federal
Violence Against Women Act in a
lawsuit alleging she was raped by
two college football players plans
to appeal a judge's ruling dismissing the case, her lawyer
says.
Christy Brzonkala, who contends that Virginia Tech players
Antonio Morrison and James
Crawford raped her in their
dorm suite in 1994, also intends
to pursue separate lawsuits in
state courts, her attorney said
Monday.
"I liken it to a cluster bomb,"
said Richmond attorney Eileen
Wagner, who represents Brzonkala. "It is opening up in several
different courts."
U.S. District Judge Jackson
Kiser ruled that Congress exceeded its authority by enacting
the civil rights provision of the
Violence Against Women Act in
1994.
Brzonkala claimed that the attack, which occurred within a
few weeks of the act's passage,
was motivated by the players' hatred of women and was not a random act of violence.
She sought $10 million from
Morrison, a reserve linebacker,
and unspecified damages against
Crawford, a defensive back.

' '•&*,
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Four-year-old Zachary Thompson skis behind his father's boat in
Leesville Lake. Thompson said it was a cool way to spend the

structions on the Internet,
expanding funding for the FBI
and getting the military involved
in nuclear and chemical terrorIsm.
Lawmakers and senior administration officials jammed the
White House Cabinet Room for
Monday's session, including Attorney General Janet Reno and
FBI Director Louis Freeh.
Scanning the crowd, Clinton
said, "When we are attacked,
whether it's from within or without, we come together -- and
that's what we're doing here."
Reno left for Paris after the
meeting to attend a multinational
conference on terrorism. The
administration planned to push
its allies to adopt global standards on airport security, identification numbers on vehicles and
vehicle parts, passenger manifests and cargo manifests.

summer day.

Kiser dismissed Virginia Tech
and a third player, Cornell
Brown, from the lawsuit earlier
this year.
Morrison's father praised the
timing of the ruling. Football
practice is about to begin.
"This is great news," said Jim
Morrison of Chesapeake. "We
were hoping everything would be
settled before they start practicing."
However, Morrison's attorney
acknowledged the case Is far
from over.
"It's sort of like a 25-yard gain
- It's not a touchdown, but It's a
whole lot better than being
sacked," David Paxton said.
"It's great," Crawford's attorney, Joe Painter, said. "But how
many times does James have to
be exonerated?"
The two players, who are attending summer school, have unlisted telephone numbers and
could not be reached.
Kiser ruled that gender discrimination Is not like racial bias,
so the 1994 law patterned after
the Civil Rights Act Is unconstitutional.
"Without a doubt, violence
against women is a pervasive and
troublesome aspect of American
life which needs thoughtful attention," Kiser wrote. "But Congress is not invested with the auSee LAWSUIT, page fix.

Poll says Americans divided
about terrorism prevention
The Associated Press
ARLINGTON, Va - Americans

are evenly divided on whether to a USA Today-CNN-Gallup Poll.
The survey appearing in tothe government is doing enough
to prevent terrorism, according day's editions of the newspaper
found 48 percent believing the
government is doing enough to
prevent terrorism and 48 percent
believing It is not.

Trip To The Toledo Zoo

Fridy, August 2^ #5.00
Departing From the parking lot behind
the Union at 10:30 a.m.
Returning at 6:00 pm
COOUNWS

SUMMER'96
Last Day To Sign Up is
Thursday Aug. 1 by Noon.
For More Information call the
Office of Student Activities at 372-8343

Of the 649 adults questioned by
telephone Monday, 42 percent
said the United States should
make radical changes in everyday life if that is necessary to
prevent terrorist attacks, but 53
percent said radical changes
should not be made.
Among other findings:
■ 48 percent have a great deal
and 38 percent a moderate
amount of confidence in the ability of federal law enforcement
agencies to catch the person or
people responsible for the bombing at the Atlanta Olympics.

LOWEST PRICES AROUND

10 TANS ONLY 812.50
You can't afford to pass this up

WFiesta
^ir<n««sdn
7

Offer Expires August 5,1996
mmmmm

332 S. Main
352-9763
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Drugs force swimmer, two
officials out of Olympics
Stephen Wilson
The Associated Press

ATLANTA - A Russian swimmer and two Lithuanian cycling
officials were kicked out of the
Olympics today in drug-related
cases.
Nina Zhivanevskaya, a competitor in the women's 200-meter
backstroke, tested positive for
the banned stimulant bromantan
in urine samples taken at the Atlanta Games, the International
Olympic Committee said.
She was the fourth athlete to
flunk a doping test at the games,
and all four have been for bromantan, a new drug that is not
specifically mentioned on the
IOC's banned list.
Three of the four athletes are
from Russia; the fourth was a
Lithuanian cyclist, and her case
led to the other two expulsions
announced today.
The IOC said it had banned Dr.
Vitaly Slionssarenko, the Lithuanian cycling team physician,
and revoked the credential of the
team's coach, Boris Vasilyev, on
drug-related offenses.
Michele Verdier, the IOC
spokeswoman, did not specify
details of those cases. She said
the expulsion and revocation
were taken by the committee's
executive board at the request of
Prince Alexander de Merode, the
chairman of the IOC medical
commission, after hearings on
"the drug matter in Lithuania."
Lithuanian cyclist Rita Raznaite, who finished 13th in the

sprint, tested positive for bromantan. Her race results were
disqualified.
The IOC has the power to expel
coaches, doctors and other administrators it suspects of trying
to use banned performance enhancers among their athletes.
The Russian national Olympic
committee has appealed the earlier doping expulsions of two
medalists for bromantan, arguing that the drug is neither a stimulant nor listed by the IOC and
therefore its use should not be
considered a violation of the
rules.
The IOC list includes the
phrase, "and related substances," and that has been enough to
apply the rules in previous cases.
"The normal procedures have
been followed," Verdier said. "It
is a proven doping case."
There was no immediate word
on an appeal of the swimmer's
case, which apparently was the
only positive test result from the
swimming competition. Asked if
any more swimming drug tests
were still to be reported, Verdier
replied: "They should be all returned by now."
That appears to erase any
doubt about the status of triple
gold medalist Michelle Smith of
Ireland, who had been the target
of rumors and insinuation that
her rapid improvement in performance over the last 15 months
was drug-enhanced.
An arbitration panel asked for
expert testimony before deciding
whether the IOC was justified in

stripping the two Russian medalists in the earlier doping
offenses.
The Russian Olympic committee appealed the disqualification
of swimmer Andrei Korneyev
and Greco-Roman wrestler Zafar
Gulyov to the Court of Arbitration for Sport.
A three-person court panel met
for 90 minutes Monday, then decided it needed outside help.
Jean-Philipe Rochat, secretary
general of the court, said today
that a decision would not be made
until Wednesday at the earliest.
"It's a scientific issue: whether
or not the product used by the
athletes is a stimulant or not,"
Rochat said. "We have asked for
a report from a neutral expert,
plus documents requested by
both parties."
Rochat said there was "no real
urgency" to reach a decision,
since both athletes are back in
Russia. He said the nature of the
case "made it impossible for the
tribunal to reach a decision without the help of an expert."
The IOC announced Sunday
that Korneyev and Gulyov tested
positive for bromantan. Korneyev was stripped of his bronze
medal in the 200-meter breaststroke and Gulyov lost his bronze
in the 105 1/2 weight class.
"We don't deny that the athletes were positive ... but this
substance is not found on the list
of prohibited substances," Russian Olympic committee
spokesman Rudolf Nezvetsky
said. "It's a new substance."

Earnhardt will defend title
The Associated Priss

Carl I.cwls celebrates winning the gold medal at the Olympics. However, Lewis caused controversy
by saying he wanted to participate on the 400 relay team and go for his 10th gold medal.

Carl Lewis creates controversy
with bid for 400 relay, 10th gold
Steve Wllsteln
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - Over a span of
four Olympics, Carl Lewis
leaped or ran away from
everyone except himself.
Even as he put the finishing
touch on a peerless career with
his ninth gold and fourth consecutive long jump triumph
Monday night, he couldn't and
wouldn't shake the shadow of
controversy.
This should have been the
moment for him to luxuriate in
his most satisfying and surprising victory, to soak up graciously the accolades and applause he surely deserves. He
won the long jump by more
than eight inches with a leap of
27 feet, 10 3/4 inches.
But he wanted more.
He wanted a place on the 400
relay team to go for a record
10th gold medal in his final
Olympics, though he knew he
won't get that spot and hadn't
earned it with his performances this year.
He wanted to let Michael

Johnson and every other
would-be usurper know he was
still King Carl.
He wanted, more than anything, to be respected, if not
loved.
"I don't want to whine and
bicker because I don't want to
spoil the moment," Lewis said,
unable to stop himself as he
spoke of his desire to run the
relay.

self from the rest of the team,
limited media access to him,
and took only the one leap in
the long jump that he needed to
win. In his disdain for the fans
who hoped he would go for a
world record, Lewis came to be
regarded as too cool for his
own good.

He never escaped that
image, never gave fans a
reason to embrace him the way
"The only experience left they did other athletes. No one
would be to become the all- doubted he was the best, but
time gold medal winner. It's success does not always transkind of sad it's not up to me. If late into affection.
it was up to me, I'd be running
By Seoul, Lewis had become
in that relay, I'd be anchoring an outspoken critic of athletes
that relay, and I'd be doing a who use performancegreat job."
enhancing drugs. He all but acFor all his triumphs and re- cused Ben Johnson of being
cords, Lewis has been distinc- one of those athletes before the
tly unloved in his own country games, and in doing so Lewis
by fans and some fellow com- came across as a whiner lookpetitors throughout his career. ing for excuses. Though Lewis
Perversely, perhaps, he is ido- proved to be right, and Johnson
lized in much of the rest of the was exposed as a cheater in the
worst Olympic scandal, Lewis'
world, from Europe to Japan.
Lewis' image problem began belated victory seemed antiat the Los Angeles Olympics in climactic and, in some ways,
1984, when he distanced him- unearned.

Mike Harris
The Associated Press

Staying in character as stock
car racing's toughest man, Dale
Earnhardt will be back in a race
car this week to defend his title
in the Brickyard 400 -- sort of.
The 45-year-old Earnhardt,
who walked away from a frightening crash in Sunday's DieHard
500 at Talladega with a fractured
left collar bone and sternum,
wants desperately to keep alive
his hopes for a record eighth
Winston Cup title.
That's why he will be behind
the wheel of a Goodwrench
Chevrolet for Thursday's qualifying and at least the start of the
Saturday race at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway.
Under NASCAR rules, the
driver who takes the green flag
earns the points for that race,
even if he gives way to a relief
driver after the first lap.
Despite finishing 28th in Sunday's 42-car field after being involved in the wild, 11-car crash at
about 190 mph, Earnhardt fell
only one spot in the standings.
He is third, trailing new series
leader and defending Winston
Cup champ Jeff Gordon by 23
points. Terry Labonte, who had
been leading the standings, fell
nine points behind Gordon after

being involved in the same accident late in Sunday's race, which
was shortened because of rain
and darkness.
After spending Sunday night in
a Birmingham, Ala., hospital for
observation, Earnhardt flew
back to North Carolina on Monday and met with car-owner
Richard Childress, crew chief
David Smith and team manager
Bobby Hutchins at the team's
race shop in Welcome.
The relief driver they picked is
Mike Skinner, an occasional Winston Cup starter and the team's
full-time driver in NASCAR's
Craftsman Truck Series, where
he won the 1995 championship.
"He was a unanimous choice
by all of us," Childress said. "He
knows our cars and set-ups, and
we know his ability."
Skinner, who is to become
Earnhardt's full-time teammate
next season when Childress adds
a second car, has started 12 Winston Cup races - three for Childress this season. His best career
finish was a 12th at Rockingham,
N.C., in the second event of this
season.
David Allen, president of the
Championship Group, which does
public relations for Earnhardt
and Richard Childress Racing,
said: "Mike will practice in the
car on Wednesday and Friday,

and will stand by on Saturday.
"Dale will start the race and go
until an early caution flag," Allen
said. "Then he will come In and
give the seat to Skinner."
Asked what will happen If
there is no early caution, Allen
said: "In that case, Richard and
Dale will look at their options,
maybe stopping under the green
flag or going on, based on how
Dale feels."
The slogan of a former sponsor, which fit Earnhardt to a tee,
was "One Tough Customer." He
proved he is still that Sunday
when, in pain after being pulled
from his battered car, Earnhardt
struggled out of the grasp of
safety workers, rose to his feet
and, flashing a thumbs-up to the
workers, walked to the ambulance for the trip to the infield
medical center.
Childress said, "Everybody is
worried about the points right
now and the championships. Our
concern is Dale Earnhardt. But
he's tough. He can handle it."
"All I can say is I was very
Sea TITLE, page six.

Fair Week Specials
Rustproof Undercoat Paint Sealant -Fabric Guard
All For $289.00
Bug Guards
$29.00
Tonneau

Covers
$99.00
Bed Liners
Running Boards
Mud Flaps

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple St. 352-9378

'DTENTIAL
OF YOUR SPECIES!

Auto Alarms
$129.00
CD Changers
Keyless Entry
$175.00
Cruise Control
$189.00

Denny Smith's B.G. Truck
Accessories
1055 N. Main St. • Bowling Green

(419)332-4324
Alcohol quickly affects vow judgment,
balance, and coordination Don't
drink and ride. Or your last \ A. /
drink might be your last drink Yff/
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Dew Drop Inn Tour '96

Haven House Manor
1515E. WoosterSt.
Check us out

JULY 31 - 8:00PM
STRANAHAN THEATER
At The Masonic Complex - Toledo
Tickets on sale now at The Stranahan Theater and
■ outlets.
Charge at (419) 474-1333 or (810) 645-6666
For more information call (419) 381-8851
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Music agency, bar move forward after break-up
Aaron Welslifod
The BC News

■

(One of the most famous and
loved beliefs in America is that
£i work can solve any prob-

In the case of The Asylum in
. dWwntown Toledo, as well as its
former booking agency, Pillar
\ Productions, this theory has
-)W"ov«n true once again.

two new projects. One of these
projects consists of opening a
smaller room for bands to perform, while the other involves a
larger-sized venue to used for the
same purpose. Both projects will
be based in Toledo.
In the meantime, Pillar Productions Is still booking shows at
various venues in the area, including shows at Carol's Time
and Place in Toledo and Centennial Terrace in Sylvar.Ia. A list of
Pillar Productions' upcoming
shows in the area is as follows:

It's been a few weeks now
■ -since Pillar Productions and The
. Asylum have parted ways, but
• neither organization has let the
July 31: Hayden (Carol's Time
break-up stop them from moving and Place)
forward in their now separate
Aug. 14: Akoostik Hookah
Quests to further expand and (Centennial Terrace)
bring exposure to the Northwest
Aug. 18: "The Summer BenOhio music scene.
der" featuring The Kind, Mark
Pillar Productions, co-owned Mikel Hallucination, Gone Daddy
by Alberto Spallino and Anthony Finch, Five Horse Johnson,
Makes, is currently working on SHAG (Centennial Terrace)

Aug. 22: Howling Maggie, The
Verve Pipe (Centennial Terrace)
More information concerning
Pillar Productions' upcoming
projects will be forthcoming as it
is released.
The Asylum's booking is now
being done by Sucker Punch Productions, which consists of Pete
Mousoullas and Brad Everhardt,
as well as Belkin Productions out
of Cleveland.
Although local music veteran
Jon Stainbrook of the Toledobased punk band The Stain was
originally slated to begin booking
shows at The Asylum after the
departure of Pillar Productions,
"irreconcilable differences" between Stainbrook and Kip Diacco, the owner of The Asylum,
forced him to leave the position.
Stainbrook is now once again
booking shows for Frankies

Watching television is safer
Frszler Moore
The Associated Press
1
MEW YORK - Two recent
<r»gedies have left us heartbroken and alarmed. And maybe all
the more disposed to watch TV.
A jetliner explodes in flight,
killing all 230 aboard.
A pipe bomb rocks the Summer
Olympics, leaving two dead and
111 injured.
i
These grim events continue to
• absorb us as we follow their
aftershocks through TV's conrjmiing coverage.
Without ever saying it, TV
drives home another message as
*tyt watch from our homes: that
r experiencing the world at this
rernove is not only more comfortable, convenient and affordable, it's also a heckuva lot safer.
"I just don't feel safe flying."
K you haven't said something
! 8JM that since TWA night 800
went down two weeks ago, you've
, beard it said by somebody else.
The same goes for this one:
k
'. "With all the psychos running
■round, I just wouldn't want to be
down there at the Olympics."
In the aftermath of last Satur.. day's bombing, there was lots of
* etetermined talk by those who actually were on the scene. They
resolved to go forward with the
•vents, to uphold the Olympic
spirit, to resume the good time
^ey journeyed to Atlanta to be

part of.
One undaunted Olympics-goer
spoke of "taking a stand."
Those of us at home found only
renewed inducement to keep our
seats: We'll catch it on TV, thank
you, out of harm's way.
The late John Chancellor became a TV newsman when the
medium was just beginning to
stir. Four decades later, he left
NBC News concerned that TV
was splintering society. He
warned of the isolation that TV
and its upstart cousin, the personal computer, can impose on
their users.
"We don't have so many shared
human experiences anymore,"
Chancellor said in an interview
shortly before he retired three
years ago. Then he added, "I
hope that I'm not just hopelessly
nostalgic."
Along with the truth of what he
■aid, maybe there was a tinge of
good-old-days sentiment. But
similar yearnings were reflected
by Olympics planners in creating
the Centennial Olympic Park. It
has been quaintly described as
the Olympics' commons, its
village green.
When the park was reopened
three days after Saturday's carnage, security personnel had
been doubled and visitors were
subjected to random searches.
What were we, sitting at home
watching TV, to make of all that?

One thing we could draw from
it was a chilling sort of reassurance. After all, television is very
good at reassuring its audience.
It even has a way of validating
our very decision to watch it, and
keep watching, no matter what's
on (maybe that's why some people call TV a drug).
In the past two weeks, we
viewers have been newly reassured by TV. The unspoken message from the medium itself: We
were smart to stay put and watch
the world from a distance.
Why risk going to the Olympics
when NBC professionals are
there to bring it to us?
Why trouble ourselves to take
an airline flight when we can
cruise the Internet and "visit"
Web "sites" without leaving our
desk? ("Where do you want to go
today?" Microsoft asks us in its
ads.)
Why ask for trouble? Let's hide
out in our homes, communing
with one another through airwaves and wires. Let's watch
things on TV, then thrash them
out in some America Online
"chat room."
"Safety in numbers" is an outmoded concept, we may well
have concluded after the latest
assaults on those who dared to
come together. These days, it's
"safety in isolation."
So let's play it safe. Turn on
our TVs, log on to our PCs.

Night Club on Main Street in
Toledo.
Sucker Punch Productions will
be dealing mainly with the local
and regional acts that will be performing at The Asylum, as well
as the attached sub-venue The
Underground, while the booking
of national acts will be shared
with Belkin Productions.
Even though The Asylum has
changed booking agencies, the
managment stressed that their
musical format has and will remain unchanged. The Asylum
will still be booking alternative,
modem rock, metal, roots rock,
and occasionally even blues
bands.
Furthermore, The Underground, which is one of five attached sub-venues of The Asylum
complex, will continue to house
nothing but original local and re-

gional bands.
led. The following is a partial list
The Gridiron Sports Bar, an- of the shows currently scheduled
other one of The Asylum's sub- (or rescheduled) at The Asylum
venues, is more than likely going as of press time:
to be changed into a cafe/coffee
house setting, with the possibility
Aug. 1: Wickerman, False Face
of acoustic performances, open Society
mic nights, and poetry readings
Aug. 2: Sugar Magnolia
A
taking place. There is also the Grateful Dead Tribute Band
possibility of it being used to (Mainstage)
house bands on occasion, providAug. 10: Jinkies, Omaha, The
ed that The Underground is Clan
already in use or booked to caAug. 16: The Mark Mikel Halpacity on the date required.
lucination, The Sprags (MainNo name or final decision has stage)
been made concerning this subvenue as of yet, however.
Aug. 23: Big Dave and the UlDue in part to the departure of trasonics (Mainstage)
Pillar Productions, some of the
Aug. 24: Lush (Mainstage)
Aug. 29: Heavy Weather
previously scheduled Pillar ProAug. 31: Section 315, Chicken
duction shows at The Asylum, including I.C.P., Canibal Corpse, Dog
Carnivore, and PORN FLAKES,
Sept. 20: PORN FLAKES, Hoghave been rescheduled or cancel- scraper, Evolotto (Mainstage)

LAWSUIT
protection because sexual attacks deprive women of their civthority to cure all of the ills of il rights. They also argued that
mankind. Its authority to act Is violence against women affects
limited by the Constitution, and interstate commerce because it
the constitutional limits must be reduces their ability to stay in
respected if our federal system school or hold down a job.
But attorneys for the football
is to survive."
Riser's ruling dealt only with players argued that the law gave
the civil rights law in the Vio- Congress police powers the Conlence Against Women Act. Other stitution did not Intend. If the law
provisions cover criminal acts stands. Congress could pass laws
for sex crimes, rules of evidence subjecting any criminal suspect
in rape cases, and grants aimed to lawsuits in federal court, the
at reducing crime directed at lawyers said.
Justice Department spokeswomen.
Kathy Rodgers, director of the man Gregory Ring said their atNational Organization for Wom- torneys were analyzing the rulen Legal Defense and Education ing and would not have an immeFund, said NOW would fight to diate reaction.
However, he said Riser's deoverturn Riser's ruling "to
cision conflicts with a June rulprotect the rights of women."
Brzonkala's attorneys argued ing in the only other known case
that the law fell within the 14th filed under the Violence Against
Amendment guaranteeing equal Women Act. A U.S. District Court
Continued from page four.

In New Haven, Conn., upheld the
law and allowed a woman to
proceed with a suit against her
estranged multimillionaire husband - who she claims beat and
humiliated her.
Brzonkala, who wanted her
name made public, did not report
the alleged attacks for several
months. No criminal charges
were ever filed, but she filed two
lawsuits in state court earlier
this month.
Brzonkala claimed that Virginia Tech gave Morrison preferential treatment during two
campus hearings last summer.
Virginia Tech suspended Morrison, but then allowed him to return to school and play football
last year. The school disciplinary
board cleared Crawford of all
charges. Brown was never
brought before the panel.

TITLE
Continued from page five.

lucky," Earnhardt said Monday
after his first close look at his
wrecked Chevy. "I feel very fortunate. It is a situation like this
that makes you appreciate the
high standards required by
NASCAR. It also shows you what
a great car the guys at RCR
build."
As for the choice of the
38-year-old Skinner as his relief
driver, Earnhardt said: "Mike

will be a great asset for us, as he
has tested for us several times
recently and he is very capable
of keeping us in the points race."

Richard Petty, the longtime king
of stock car racing, for the most
Winston Cup championships with
seven.

"My goal is to be consistent
and keep the team in the points
race," said Skinner, a Californian
who now lives in Randleman,
N.C. "It is an honor to relief drive
for the biggest name in the sport.
I might be able to fill the seat, but
I'll never be able to fill his
shoes."
Earnhardt is tied with retired

Since he began his first full
season of Winston Cup racing in
1979, Earnhardt had had only one
serious injury - a broken leg sustained in a crash at Pocono in his
rookie year. That put him out of
action for four races. He has not
missed a race since and is riding
a string of S01 consecutive starts.

*

Classifieds
LOST & FOUND
,*■

FOUND
Soaal Security Card, S Prospect area
Ca:; 354-0702 to identify

Needed (1) female roommate for (all & spring
Non-smoker, plant and pet lover, own
room ..interested? Call Sue & Rachel
3525167.

WANTED
4fri roommate needed.
9*5/97 school yr. non smoking female
Low rent, turn apt. Can 682-5465

Rmte needed tor (all & spring White house on
comer ol Manviile & Wooster. across from
Mark s & Founders Sl7Q/mo Chris 353 5464

Female suWoaser needed S18S plus util. Aug
IMlHwougn May Cell Lisa 363-7112
i

PERSONALS

Female sublease* wanted Fail sem only.
Close to campus. 4 FUN rmtes . n,ce house
Wiling to help w< rent Call Leslie 352-4403

Howards Cub H
Tlxmday isOOUAR NIGHTm

Female sublease' needed lor Fal.
Ow" room, close to campus
Call Came 354-7234

Howards Club H
thurirfty isOOLL AR N rOKT i"

I

Howard! Club H
ThorMayuDOUAP. NIGHT1"

WANTED l rmte. tor tail & spnng lease
$l87.50/mo plus utilities. URGENT" Cal
353-4248. Enc.

M or F rmte needed tor Fall CTeap rent, great
apt. close to campua. 2 brjmv, i 1/2 Baths.
washer/dryer in apt. Call 352-0209
Male rmte. Ic 9897. Year lease Bern
$2S0/mo includ gas Pay eteetne AC, own
room Call3545047.

Units still available for fall '96

.4

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

Chinese-speaking babysitter wanted Mon.-Fn.
730amto530pm Call 352 7468 ater 5 00
Cleaning & Use help needed
Call 352-7365

Kreisoher Food Court
Grand Opening
Many Positions Available
Al Hours Available
Contact Alex @ Commons Omng Center
372 2563 (Leave a Message)
PT/FT People needed IO be Mysiery Shoppers for local stores (8 75-mr FREE
PRODUCTS Now hiring, call now:
818 759-9099
Residential Support Specialist
Community Mental Health Residential Facility
now accepting applications lor part-time posi
nons. Experience with persons having psychiatric disabilities preferred, but noi required. Involves direct care and supervision o' mental
health consumers, and overseeing facility
operations. Mutt be available to work weekends and rotating holidays, and hold a valid
driver's hcense in good standing Contact Mary
Thed, Residential Coordinator, at 352-9459 lor
more info EO€

.OKE
Checkers Pub
Sunday, Tuesday,
Wednesday
9:00 pm-1:00 am

■■■■. ,.i.i. ,■.-■■!■■■.■■ .■.".'■■".'.si.)'.. f ..IT.■!?:■■ if. .Tr'TruA .vr.'i yji... -;t,..i. -.'.r?.

1

Don't form «>. *w.cMc »PT tftjiM * .

Popular local family business with a friendly, relaxed atmosphere looking for a personable.
neat, honest, fnenoly, dependable sates person. Approx 16 hrs per week & must be avail,
weekends. Apply at M-kes Pa/ty Man. S Main.
BGAjg 12. 7. 8 & 9 btwn 6am 4pm

Local manufacturing company has need of
part-time unskilled production employees
These rOtoa are mainly assembly ol small parts.
Work 15-20 hours a week around your school
schedule. Only one block olf BGSU campus,
south of Wooster Street, so you can walk or
drive Many BGSU students work at this plant
Rate of pay is $4 25 per hour. Come by to pick
up an application form Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc 428 Clough Streei, Bowling
G'een. OH 43402.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000*'month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies World travel
Seasonal & full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information
can 1-206-971-3550 ext C55446
Female needed lo watch 12 year old girl nights
In return lor free room 6 board. Weekends free
Call 678-3904.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT
2 bdrm No smoking No pets
Grad students only. Avail August
lease. Ca" 353 OOii

College Station
Every Thursday
9:30 pm- 1:30 am

LASER LINDA
RONS LAS !R KARAOKE

i year

* Subleasing for school yea*'
Very dose to campus Starting at $i 55
Call 3530325 - Carty Rentals
2-4 subleasers needed 'or Spring 97 Take
over lease. 2 bedroom apt dose to campus
Call Carne_3 54-7234.
FREE AC/heat. lurn 2 bdrm . full bath & vanity, balcony, walk m closet, dose to campus,
tseovmo FREE case of your favorite \xver
ageiust for signing lease"1 353 0232
Furn 1 bdrm.apts. & efliaenoes
All utilities & cable paid
Close io campus Phone 352-1520
Male roommate needed. Rent is S152 a fl'-onth.
Own room. 1074 Fairview Apt L Call
352-9423.
Wanted- female housemate lor 96/97 school
year. Own bedroom Walking distance lo campus $240 Utilities inctuded 352 7468

So'a, rectiner A ottoman
Great Condition • J265
352 5879

Tonight's Free Film

■ "A DELICIOUSLY COMPLEX CRIME STORY!"
"A DYNAMITE CAST! SPftLBINDING!
A Defnontcalty hmny TnrHlcr."

OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 8 to 12
i» /.<.A«
113 Railroad St.
.352-9302
(nexttoKinko's)

C:V

AIRLINE JOBS
Now hinng domestic & international stall1 FWght
attendants, ticket agents, reservation)sts.
ground crew & more E«ce*eni ravel benefits'
Call Airline Employment Services
1-206-071-3690 en L55441
CrwkJca/e needed m my PerrysDurg home
tort, mo. old. Weekday mornings Experience
preferred Own transportation 674-5567

Some of B.G.'s Best Units Still Available
CALL US TODAY

■■il

HELP WANTED

R.E. Management
• 841 Eighth St.
• 733 Manville
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

■

Subktaser needed lor Fall & Spring semestersto share 2 bdrm apt 1 oik Irom campus
Pay elec. only. $255/mo No deposit
352-9409

Nanny/mothers helper needed lor Perrysburg
family. 2 1/2 yr. old who loves lo play, read
books, etc. & 2 older children m school. 2-4
days per week/hrs negotiable Must have r©
liable car. exceleni driving record, nonsmoker. Starts end of Aug Please can
419-674-8562. after Spm

|; XAAAITTHE
USUAL
;

fffnl SUSPECTS
*» l»»l»*|I

I HI!

Next Week is
the Last Free
Film of the
Summer
COOLNIOtffS

SUMMERS

II

111 Olscamp 8:00 pm
Free Films are every Wednesda r
For Information on this or any other Summer 1 rogram. call the
Office of Student Activities at 372-2 343

